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Abstract—This communication deals with a prototype of a low-cost fish-eye camera developed by EDF R&D, meant to be an alternative for local and very short term solar forecasting to standard total sky imagers. The paper presents the results of a preliminary study demonstrating a very important pre-requisite for the use of fish-eye camera for solar forecasting purpose: the relationship between hemispheric sky images and the different components (global, diffuse and direct) of the surface solar irradiance (SSI). This study has been carried out with high quality "BSRN quality level" radiometric data and hemispheric sky images from a EDF R&D’s test site on Reunion Island, in the Indian Ocean. This experimental study leads to very concluding and promising results on sub-hourly estimation of diffuse, direct and global SSI from sky images provided by the fish-eye camera.

I. NOMENCLATURE

BHI: Beam (or direct) horizontal irradiance (W/m²)
BNI: Beam (or direct) normal irradiance (W/m²)
BSRN: Baseline Surface Radiation Network
DHI: Diffuse horizontal irradiance (W/m²)
EDF: Electricité de France
GHI: Global horizontal irradiance (W/m²)
RGB: Red green blue image
SSI: Surface solar irradiance (W/m²)
TSI: Total sky imager

II. INTRODUCTION

Local and very short term sub-hourly forecast of the electric production of solar power plants is useful for producers and grid operators to cope with solar radiation temporal variability, by helping them to efficiently schedule, dispatch and regulate electric power generation and demand.

Unfortunately, numerical weather prediction and state-of-art geostationary satellite-based forecast approaches are limited by their spatial and temporal resolution, too coarse for very short term forecast issues. In this context, forecast approaches based on ground based sky imager are very promising as it provides high temporal and spatial resolution hemispherical information of the cloud cover [3].

This communication deals with a prototype of a low-cost fish-eye camera developed by EDF R&D, meant to be an alternative for solar forecasting to standard total sky imagers (TSI). Indeed, these TSI include complex, not totally robust, and costly mechanical system of shadow band meant to prevent the direct solar irradiation from dazzling the digital camera.

In order to forecast solar radiation or solar electricity production with such fish-eye camera using cloud motion estimation, it is first needed to be able to determine a "radiation transfer function" between the hemispheric sky images and the concomitant corresponding global, direct and diffuse components of the surface solar irradiance (SSI).

This paper presents the results of an experimental study dealing with this relationship with radiometric data and concomitant hemispheric sky images from an EDF R&D’s test site on Reunion Island, in the Indian Ocean. The different stages needed to establish this relationship are first described: geometric and radiometric calibrations, image segmentation (clear sky, bright and dark clouds, circumsolar area and solar disk) and determination of the regression models for estimation of the global, direct and diffuse surface solar irradiance from the hemispheric sky images. Then the performance of the fish-eye based estimation of the different components of the SSI is compared to on-ground high quality radiometric measurements.

III. DATA DESCRIPTION FROM THE TEST SITE

The test site set up by EDF R&D is located in the North-East part of Reunion Island, at the foot of the Piton de la Fournaise volcano.

The low-cost fish-eye camera has been installed in this site, providing, since November 2010, hemispheric sky images with 1200x1600 pixels, every 30 seconds. For this experimental study, approximately 89 000 sky images, from the month January 2011, have been considered.

This test site also includes a BSRN-quality-level pyranometer ground station with, in particular:
- a pyrheliometer mounted on a 2-axis sun-tracker for the BNI measurement;
- a pyranometer for the GHI measurement;
- a shadowband pyranometer for the DHI measurement;

Time series of GHI, DHI and DNI from this station have been used, with a temporal resolution of 10 seconds. Very strict quality checks have been applied to this solar radiation data, following quality check procedures described in [9].

The Fig. 1 shows an example of the RGB hemispheric sky image from the fish-eye camera for the day 2011/01/16 at 12:43:06 (UT+4). The figure also represents the daily time series of GHI, DHI and BNI for the corresponding day.
IV. GEOMETRIC CALIBRATIONS OF THE FISH EYE CAMERA

A. Intrinsic geometric calibration

The determination of a radiation transfer function between hemispheric sky images and concomitant SSI first requires being able to locate precisely the sun position in the hemispheric images and, inversely, to determine for each pixel, the corresponding topocentric spherical coordinates elevation and azimuth. The determination of this direct – camera-to-world – and inverse, world-to-camera – localization or transfer functions are also needed for the forecast processing, in particular to ease automatic image-based cloud motion estimation [6].

In order to assess this geometric localization function, we have first recourse to a technique – together to a Matlab® toolbox – meant to calibrate omnidirectional camera [10]. This technique only requires some images of a planar chessboard target with different orientations. The Fig. 2 depicts the four images of A0-format planar chessboard target approximately corresponding to the four cardinal points. As both, position and orientation, of this planar target for these four images were not intend to be accurately positioned at the four cardinal points, the calibration technique was "only" meant to determine the intrinsic geometric calibration of the camera, thus determining the localization function with respect to a local frame peculiar to the fish-eye camera.

B. Extrinsic geometric calibration

Euler angles of this intrinsic local frame with respect to the North, West, Up coordinate system remains to be determined to get the final localization function: this corresponds to the extrinsic calibration. This extrinsic calibration made use of a specific optimization iterative procedure with respect to these Euler angles to minimize the mean square error between:

- The corresponding theoretical sun's pixel positions determined by the inverse localization function whose extrinsic parameters are under optimization. Accurate topocentric sun positions are provided by the fast solar geometry algorithm presented in [1].

V. IMAGE SEGMENTATION OF THE SKY IMAGES

A. Principle of the pixel-wise segmentation

The aim of the pixel-wise segmentation is to "simplify" hemispheric RGB sky images into segmented images with five classes relevant for the determination of the radiation transfer function:

- Class C₁: clear sky;
- Class C₂: bright cloud;
- Class C₃: dark cloud;
- Class C₄: non-occulted pixels in the solar disk;
- Class C₅: non-occulted pixels in the circumsolar disk;

Considering the practical constraints of a real-time and onboard forecast processing based on the fish-eye camera, the segmentation algorithm should be as "simple" as possible. Standard segmentation algorithms for hemispheric sky images (cf. [2], [4] or [5]) are usually simply based on threshold applied on the R/G ratio.

In this study we have developed a new segmentation approach: for the classes C₁, C₂ and C₃ the segmentation are based on thresholds on the luminance channel \( L = 0.2126 \cdot R + 0.7152 \cdot G + 0.0722 \cdot B \) and on the difference B-R. Different thresholds are defined with respect to specific zones: "Extended circumsolar disk", "sky horizon" and "main zone" as depicted by the Fig. 3. For the classes C₄ and C₅, the segmentation is based on a pixel saturation test applied on the corresponding solar and circumsolar zones.
is.com with a methodology described in [7]. Note that the direct normal irradiance is obtained from the direct horizontal irradiance divided by the sinus of the sun’s elevation angle.

The six coefficients \{a_k\} for each irradiance component are determined by a linear regression, using the concomitant corresponding measured horizontal irradiance.

### B. Results

The Table 1 presents the results of the comparison between the different components of irradiance estimated with the radiation transfer function from the fish-eye camera images and the corresponding values from the radiometric ground station. The different irradiances have been aggregated with a sampling and an integration period of 5 minutes. Irradiance data corresponding to a sun elevation angle below 10° have been filtered out from the comparisons.

The Fig. 5 shows the differences between the calculated values of each of the solar radiation components from the fish-eye camera images with respect to the measured values from the ground station for the day of 2011/01/05.

![Fig. 5. Example of the differences between the measured radiation components (blue) and the estimated values from the fish-eye camera images (red) for the three solar radiation components (GHI on the top, BNI in the middle and DHI in the bottom) for the day 2011/01/06.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MREF (W/m²)</th>
<th>MBE (%)</th>
<th>RMSE (%)</th>
<th>CC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GHI</td>
<td>566</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>17 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHII</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>-6 %</td>
<td>32 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHI</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>22 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNI</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>21 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison between estimated and measured 5-min GHI, DHII, BI and BNI irradiances for the month January 2011 and sun elevation angle greater than 10°. MREF: Mean value of the measured time series of irradiance (W/m²). MBE: Mean Bias Error of the estimation relative to MREF (%). RMSE: Root Mean Square Error of the estimation relative to MREF (%). CC: Correlation Coefficient.

### VI. ESTIMATION OF THE SURFACE SOLAR IRRADIANCE

#### A. Determination of the radiation transfer functions

Let note \(\gamma(x,y)\) and \(\phi(x,y)\) the two components – resp. topocentric elevation and azimuth angles – of the direct localization function for the pixel \((x,y)\). Each sky element corresponding to this pixel contributes to the horizontal irradiance with a weighting factor \(W_h\):

\[
W_h(x,y) = \frac{1}{\pi \gamma(x,y)^2} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \cos \gamma(x,y) \sin \gamma(x,y) J(x,y)
\]

where \(J(x,y) = \left( \frac{\partial \gamma}{\partial x}(x,y) \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial x}(x,y) - \frac{\partial \gamma}{\partial y}(x,y) \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial y}(x,y) \right)\).

The four components of the gradient of the direct localization function are obtained by a finite difference method.

The radiation transfer model for horizontal irradiances (global, direct and diffuse) is in the form:

\[
I_{CLS} = \alpha_0 + \sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_k \left( \sum_{(x,y) \in C_k} W_h(x,y) \right) I_{CLS}
\]

where \(I_{CLS}\) is the corresponding horizontal irradiance under clear sky condition based on the ESRA model [8] with Linke turbidity estimation at the test site obtained from www.soda-
VII. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

This communication presents an experimental study dealing with SSI estimation with low-cost fish-eye camera as a pre-requisite for very short term SSI forecasting purpose.

This SSI estimation requires first a geometric calibration of the fish-eye camera in order to establish the direct and inverse localization functions. The different SSI components are then estimated by the use of specific radiation transfer functions established by linear regression and applied to sky images segmented into five classes: clear sky, bright and dark clouds and occulted pixels on the circumsolar and solar disks.

Comparisons with concomitant high quality radiometric ground data shows very good performances of the sub-hourly and hourly estimations not only of the GHI but also the DHI, the BHI and the BNI. This fact is a specificity and an advantage of the fish-eye camera compared to standard TSI that are equipped with a mechanical system of shadow band meant to prevent the direct solar radiation from dazzling the digital camera: for TSI no information are therefore intrinsically available in the neighborhood of the sun position.

The assessment of quality of the fish-eye based SSI estimation has been carried out with a set of sky images and radiation data limited to one month on one test site. Nevertheless, the very high temporal and spatial variability of the cloud coverage during the month of January 2011 for this test site allows us to consider these good performances as very promising.

The next development of the research activity related to this low-cost fish-eye camera will focus on the very short term forecast of the different SSI components. This forecast algorithm is planned to be based on cloud motion estimation algorithm in connection with the segmentation algorithm and the radiation transfer functions presented in this communication.
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